
The 2017 RoboBoat competition was held in Daytona Beach, Florida this year from June 20-25. The drive 

from Ann Arbor is approximately 1100 miles, totaling 16 hours without stopping. Leaving Ann Arbor at 

11:30 AM on June 19 was Rebecca Sorgenfrei (Pres.), Elliot Mueller (Vice Pres.), Anthony Uytingco (Elec. 

Team Lead), and Alex Skillin (AI Member). With only three drivers, we drove two cars (a mini-van and 

sedan) straight to Embry-Riddle University, the host school in Daytona Beach, arriving at 6 AM on June 

20. That morning we would be joined by Benny Johnson (AI Member) and Thomas Huang (AI Team Lead) 

and in the afternoon by Hanna Kawoosa (Elec. Team Lead), all who flew in. 

At orientation at Embry-Riddle, we met with the other eight teams and learned the specifics of the 

competition. In addition, we learned that we would be provided on-campus pool testing every night 

from 9 PM to 5 AM.  

Following orientation, we headed to the competition site at Reed Canal Park, about five miles from 

Embry-Riddle. We first attempted to enter the water for a testing session but were turned away because 

we had forgotten a carabiner as a crane lift point. After a run to the store for this, we again attempted 

to enter the water for a test session. We passed initial water safety checks and were placed into the 

water but were forced to come off the water immediately from the dock as we had connectivity issues 

in communicating with the team's base station. 

Once on land, we attempted to quickly debug this connectivity issue but while doing this noticed smoke 

coming from our PCB. Immediately shutting off the boat, we returned to our tent, removed the PCB and 

attempted to identify the issue. We found the 12V line of the PCB had burned itself, acting as a fuse due 

to a large current draw. This was identified to be the result of a LED light strip that we had added to the 

box at Mock Comp that had become disconnected and the live line shorted with the box.  

Removing the lights and fixing the 12V line, we reconnected the PCB and attempted to turn on the boat 

again. Immediately, two electrolytic capacitors on the board popped and the boat was turned off. These 

capacitors popped due to the swapping of two power lines into the PCB, of which they were oriented 

differently. The capacitors were not crucial to the board and all other components on the board 

appeared to be fine upon multimeter inspection so they were removed and we continued. 

We attempted to test the parts in order of the board to confirm that it was still functioning completely. 

Around the fourth testing point, we turned on the board and immediately a wire began to burn and 

spark. Upon inspection, it was determined that we had reverse connected into the PCB a PWM cable 

that controlled our remote estop. The cable was destroyed but we had extras so we attempted to 

reconnect, now being careful to check an extra reference board for the proper orientation of all cables.  

Turning on the boat again, the receiver began to smoke as it was melting its casing. The receiver had 

been damaged previously from the reversed cable, with a melted voltage regulator shorting its 5V 

power line with ground. This receiver was necessary to manually control the boat and allow us to trigger 

the remote estop. As a result, we would not be allowed onto the water until we were able to replace the 

receiver, a component we did not have any spares with us. In addition, while trying to place the PCB 

back into the box, we managed to rip our input battery voltage cables out of their crimps. We 

immediately ordered capacitors, extra receivers, and crimps but by this point it was after 6 PM and they 

would not arrive until Thursday morning. Because we were unable to provide power from our battery 

effectively without crimps, we were also not able to water test that night. 



The following day (Wednesday) we spent most of the day in our apartment in the dorms at Embry-

Riddle. While AI team worked on code and testing through simulations, the rest of the team prepared 

some documents and information necessary for the team for the next year. Again, we did not water test 

that night as we did not have effective power lines. 

On Thursday, we took the boat down to the park as we were told by the RoboBoat staff that we would 

be required to have our boat on site every day until 6 PM for display to the public. Our package arrived 

that day and we quickly replaced and fixed each part and attempted to turn on the boat. This time, the 

boat turned on without any issue and connected with our remote control to the boat. However, we 

were unable to de-trigger the remote estop on the boat. Throughout the afternoon, we determined the 

source of error to be first a broken relay and then also a broken mosfet RC switch chip, both on our PCB. 

We were able to replace each from a spare, partial PCB board we had with us. This managed to fix the 

estop such that we could run the thrusters but the new mosfet board did not recognize the input 

remote estop signal. After extensive testing of both the new receiver and our handheld controller, we 

determined the issue was with the mosfet board but once again it was too late to order and receive the 

board by the next day and no other team had a similar board. We would be heading into Saturday 

(qualifiers) without any on course water testing. 

However, we now had functioning thrusters so we were able to water test in the pool that evening. At 

testing, we once again were dealing with connectivity errors as our motherboard would not properly 

boot. Once booted and connected, AI had several issues with determining how to operate the boat 

autonomously. We eventually left the pool around midnight able to send an autonomous signal but 

were now dealing with inaccuracies with the boat's waypoint system. 

On Friday, we returned to the competition site once again unable to test the boat on the water without 

a remote estop. However, we did have static judging scheduled for that day. We were scheduled for the 

last judging of the day out of nine total teams. We ended up presenting to about 10 judges, talking 

about our design process and challenge approach. Our presentation was ~12 minutes long allowing for 

eight minutes of questions. All members were able to articulately and effectively answer every question 

asked. Along with our journal paper, team video, and website, we received 303 points, good for second 

place and only four behind Embry-Riddle and more than 20 ahead of third place Georgia Tech. We were 

able to select our times for qualifiers second as a result. To allow as much time as possible for our new 

mosfet to arrive, we choose the three latest runs possible at 2 PM, 3 PM, and 4:15 PM.  

That night, we went to the pool to test the autonomous capabilities of the boat which we believed AI 

had figured out during the day. During testing, we were able to get the boat to run autonomously and 

were also able to cancel that signal. However, we identified a major issue with our PID tuning that was 

not allowing our boat to travel in a straight line. We tested till 2 AM and were hopeful that we would be 

able to use a user tuned program to drive in a straight line. 

At qualifiers on Saturday, we did not receive the mosfets until 2:30 PM, too late for our first run. We still 

attempted to pass the safety check for the 2 PM run but found that an additional wire had come loose 

from our relays, preventing power to our left-side thrusters. Scratching our first run, we returned to the 

tent, fixed the wire, and installed the new mosfet chip. Testing this, we now had a fully functioning 

remote estop. In our second qualifier, we were able to place the boat in the water and get it away from 

the dock for the first time in the week. However, the majority of our 20 minute time slot was spent 

trying to communicate with the competition server, as we had an inaccurate network settings from the 



competition server. Our run finished with minimal attempts of the autonomous navigation task. For our 

final run of the day, we were able to once again reach the course and attempted to run our straight-line 

program but were hampered by improper tuning and a significant amount of cross wind. At this time, 

we learned that every team, due to the difficulty of the tasks and lack of success, would be allowed a 

fourth and final run the following morning. Upon special request to the judges, we were allowed to 

collect manual logs of the autonomous navigation and speed gate tasks to end our qualifying run. 

That night, we returned to the pool and remained until closing time at 5 AM. AI attempted to fix our 

waypoint navigation system and create a manual PID tuning for Flying Sloth. In addition, they managed 

to fix our boat's 'heartbeat' for communication with the competition server. With a quick two hour nap, 

the team returned to the park for our final qualifying run at 10 AM. In this run, we attempted the 

autonomous navigation task a total of 18 times but were unable to get a straight, consistent line from 

the boat. 

Ultimately, the competition accepted five out of the nine teams to finals. We did not make it to finals 

(final point totals will be released in early July). However, our day was not over as there was still the 

speed race to participate in. We were in the last round of this race, facing off against University 

Indonesia. Despite being significantly slower, we nearly beat them as they managed lose control of their 

boat, careening sideways along the course. However, they managed to recover and win the race. With 

that, Flying Sloth's week on the water was complete. 

That evening was also the awards presentation. This year, there were three special awards presented: 

technical presentation in paper and video, most successful drone use, and fasted boat from the speed 

race. As a team, UM::Autonomy was presented with a $500 check as reward for the best technical 

journal and team video of the competition.  

Overall, our performance was disappointing in that we failed to make finals and had a very poor display 

in our qualifying runs. However, every single attendee came out with a much better understanding of 

the boat and its many needs and operations. In addition, we came away with numerous ideas and 

possible plans for future designs as suggested or used by other teams. We developed many connections 

with other teams, especially with the new international Mexico team with whom we shared the pool 

with every night. We also had the opportunity to view and interact with Embry-Riddle's Robot X 

competition boat, asking questions to get a better understanding of the needs and requirements that 

such a competition entails. There was lots of team bonding and, while disappointed in our performance, 

we are prepared and heavily motivated for the future. 


